
Full Stack Developer
Angel Mauricio Marcos Montes

I am a versatile JavaScript full stack developer with 6 years of experience in crafting and deploying intricate
software solutions for enterprise clients. Alongside my proficiency in technologies like Node JS, Angular,
Firebase, Azure, and Amazon Web Services, I have recently expanded my skill set to include iOS application
development with Swift and SwiftUI. My expertise spans the entire software development lifecycle, from initial
concept and design to seamless deployment and ongoing maintenance. Moreover, I have 8 months of hands-
on experience leading a team of 6 individuals, where I efficiently coordinated with stakeholders and a diverse
global team to ensure project success.

Professional Experience
EPAM Systems September 2023 - Present
-Currently assigned as a Senior Software Engineer to a very prominent client in
the Software & High-Tech sector, collaborating with a team of 3 people to
enable highly configurable and instrumented prototypes to run different types of
research for the client.
-Streamlined designer's prototyping pipeline by developing a surface-mock
experience to test new formats and designs.
-Delivered a content service capable to provide highly flexible mock data to
several user's models and designs.
-Developed several highly customizable web components for use on other
team's projects.

Ernst & Young GDS September 2022 - September 2023
-Currently assigned as a Frontend Lead to an important company on the
financial sector, where I am part of a global team responsible for delivering a
cutting-edge enterprise research platform built with a tight integration with
multiple Azure services.
-Implemented CI/CD through the Azure DevOps suite.
-Integrated multiple internal and external services to feed data into the system,
managed mainly through Azure APIM.
-Collaborated with a world class team to deliver a high-quality product.
-Coordinated a Frontend team consisting of 6 people, conducted code reviews
and provided technical guidance to members of the team.

Dirección General de Educación Tecnológica
Industrial (DGETI)

January 2020 - September 2020

-Designed and developed a full stack enterprise application to handle
institutional procedures followed the entire Software Development Lifecycle,
using PHP, Laravel, MySQL and a shared hosting.
-Implemented heavy role based access control, since the procedures had
multiple steps, and every step had to be manually audited by multiple people.
-Developed an ETL process to extract data from multiple excel files and
databases.
-Generated a reporing module which exported each process on demand,
logging every person that participated in it and the role it had in the audit.

Daimler Financial Services March 2018 - November 2018
-I worked on a payroll enterprise system, from requirement gathering to
deployment and maintenance, developing multiple modules to handle
employee's personal information and their respective payroll based on a
specific ruleset.
-Implemented role based access control to handle exceptions, as well as
managing specific departments of the company.
-Developed an audit system for a monthly uploaded dataset in excel.
-Primarily used Java, Spring and Hibernate, as well as SQL server.

Contact

angelm.dev

contacto@angelm.dev

+52 55 3462 7154

github.com/Angel45604

linkedin.com/in/angelmmm

CDMX, México
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Technical Skills
Programming Languages

JavaScript - 6 years
PHP - 2 years
Java - 2 years
Swift - 1 year

Technologies

Node JS
Angular
React
RESTful API
Firebase
Azure
Amazon Web Services
Google Cloud Platform
Laravel
Swift
SwiftUI

Languages

English (advanced)
Spanish (native speaker)

Education
Platzi.com
Web Development
2017 - present
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